
Parks, Jazel

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sullivan, Randy - I•vl
Friday, January 07, 2011 9:23 AM
Santiago, Patricia
RE: Winmaccs

Sorry to bother you with your family, it can wait til next week when Carlos is here

thanks

Randolph Sullivan, CHP

From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Friday, January 07, 2011 9:18 AM
To: Sullivan, Randy
Subject: Re: Winmaccs

Hi
Part of the reason for the call was to find out the timeline this was needed. June was proposed based on some folks we
thought were on SOARCA. When carlos is back monday I will talk to him further. This is a research code and Jim and
Brian have discussed before that research should be keep in RES. I know you are working to move a project which this
may support and am not sure if it is research too but we should talk more to make sure we can meet your need. I am with
my sister at a med center today so monday is the soonest I can get a better idea. Do you have. any idea what your
schedule is so we can evaluate with staff and sandia. Thanks

Sent from an NRC BlackBerry
-Patricia Santiago

From: Sullivan, Randy
To: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Fri Jan 07 06:27:23 2011
Subject:. Winmaccs

Hey

I was just thinking.

If RES is too busy to get to the changes I suggested until what June? Perhaps NSIR could pursue
the Winmaccs changes with SNL directly. These do not affect the core of MACCS2 and are
essentially a user interface. My impression is that it is a separate piece of software, although Carlos
will understand this better then I...

Just a thought you might consider, we would want to coordinate jn any case.

Randolph Sullivan, CHP
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